USER MANUAL AND CLAIM CONDITIONS
INSTRUCTIONS FOR USING VAWA BALANCE BOARD:

1.

Persons below 18 may use the balance board Vawa under the supervision of adults only, while
explaining them its safe use beforehand.
2.
When using Vawa balance board, there is a danger of snapped fingers and toes on the mat in case
of its misuse.
3.
It is forbidden to use Vawa balance board under the influence of alcohol or other drugs or in
condicions of reduced attention.
4.
Vawa balance board is used barefoot or with shoes and socks with non-slip soles, it may cause
slipping or possible injury.
5.
Vawa balance board is for interior use only. In case of its use in exterior there is a chance of faster
wear-out or damage which is not in responsibility of the manufacturer or the seller.
6.
Never leave Vawa balance board outside at the mercy of weather elements (water, humidity, and
other environmental impacts), which can damage the board and shorten its lifetime.
7.
We recommend to use a non-slip mat or carpet under Vawa balance board to protect the floor as
well as the balance board from scratches, damage or to achieve lower noise by its use.
8.
Beware of mechanical damage of the board with sharp items.
9.
Use VawaVak only for the purpose of transport and storing the Vawa balance board or toys
supervised by adults. Warning! By leaving the VawaVak by children without supervision there is a risk
of suffocation or strangulation!
10. Maximum carry capacity: Vawa Mini – 140 kg, Vawa Maxi – 160 kg, therefore do not put it under
excessive burden or strain of the mentioned capacity or there is a risk of damage and possible injury.

Cleaning and maintanance:
No special maintanance with Vawa!
Do not clean it with rough surface, abrasive cleaner because of possible scratches. Beware of
products containing organic solvents. They may erode the surface. By possible soiling it is enough to
clean the surface with a wet cloth, you can add a few drops of mild detergent and dry it by circular
motions.
If not water, what helps then?
Get inspired by recipes for homemade cleaners. They are friendly to your health, your wallet and
they also protect the environment.
Gentle cleaning
Mix 1 cup of water with 3 tablespoons of vinegar. Sink a clean towel to it, squeeze the water and
wipe the wood properly by circular motions.
Removing scratches
If there are any minor scratches, just mix ½ cup of vinegar with ½ cup of olive oil and your Vawa
will look almost like a new one.
Resurface
We recommend to use a cleaner for which you need ¼ cup of fresh lemon juice, 1/8 cup of
distilled white vinegar and 1/8 cup of flaxseed oil. Mix all the ingredients thoroughly and apply it with
a dry cloth to the surface. After a few clenings you will see the returned vitality of your Vawa board.
How to deal with excessive dirt and damage?
Apart from cleaning the product needs adequate protection and recovery. If the balance
board is too blotchy or there are grooves in it, it is important to grind and reimpregnate the damaged

areas with the wax stain. We’ll be happy to assist you by these severe damages. Do not hesitate to
contact us with any questions.

CLAIMING CONDITIONS
(full text can be found in the General Commercial terms)

1.

2.
3.
4.

The buyer is obliged to claim the goods immediately after discovering a defect by the seller and
deliver the claimed goods with all supplied accessories and documentation along with a payment
confirmation.
The place for making a claim is the seller’s business adrdress, Hronská 9, 040 11 Košice.
The warranty period for goods – Vawa balance board – is 24 months after it is delivered to the
customer/buyer.
The entitlement for making a claim does not arise in particular:
a) not submitting the payment confirmation, delivery note, accessories or goods documentation,
b) not claiming any apparent defects when taking over the goods,
c) by expiring the warranty of goods,
d) by mechanical damage of goods caused by the buyer,
e) using the product under conditions which does not correspond to their humidity, chemical or
mechanical effects of the natural environment,
f) faulty or improper handling, service or not caring for the goods,
g) damage to the goods by excessive carry capacity or use in contrary to the conditions given in
the documentation, general principles, technical standards, and safety regulations of the Slovak
Republic,
h) damage to the goods by unavoidable or unforeseeable events,
i) damage of the goods by accidental destruction or deterioration,
j) tampering, damage during transport, water damage, fire, electricity or other inevitable
accident,
k) interference by unauthorized person.

Vawa balance board received a certificate from an independent testing by Technical and Testing
Building Institute Piešťany/ SR, which guarantees compliance with the strict requirements of European
standard product safety (European Community Directive on Toys 2009/48 /EC). ES Type – Examination
certificate for Vawa balance board Mini and Maxi: Standards: EN 71-1: 2014, EN 71-2: 2011 + A1: 2014, EN
71-3: 2013 + A1: 2014

Výrobca:
VAWA s.r.o.
Hronská 204/9
040 11 Košice

